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ABSTRACT

We present Music Scope Pad, an application for efficiently
discovering what one wants to view among many unknown
music videos (MVs). Current video players only enable the
user to view one MV at a time, so to explore what the user
wants to view among many unknown MVs, they need to
play each MV individually, which requires a large amount
of manipulation. Our app features artificial-intelligence
processing of video acquired with the device’s front cam-
era to detect the natural movements of the user’s head and
hands while listening to music, enabling the user to ex-
plore MVs. Ten MVs are played simultaneously on the
iPad screen and through the spatial acoustics of the device.
The user can then explore the MVs they want to view by
moving their head left or right. The volume of each MV
through the spatial acoustics is automatically adjusted so
that the MVs closer to the center of the screen are louder.
If the user then cups their hands around their ears, as if they
were listening carefully, they can hear the MVs directly in
front of them on the screen through the spatial acoustics
with more emphasis. If the user keeps their focus on one
MV for more than three seconds, that MV will be selected
and only that video will be played from the beginning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Streaming music video (MV) services on the Internet have
made it possible to view a vast number of MVs, but oppor-
tunities to discover unknown MVs are limited, and many
users view only a limited number of MVs. Therefore, we
developed an application called Music Scope Pad that en-
ables users to efficiently discover MVs among many un-
known MVs. Current search and recommendation applica-
tions make it more efficient for users to find the MVs they
want [1–13]. They save time by previewing songs from a
generated ranking list.

In contrast, Music Scope Pad makes it possible to select
an MV from the many available without the need for screen
touch or other visual manipulations by detecting natural
movements when users are listening to music and focusing
on a particular MV that they want to hear. Music Scope
Pad provides a novel MV-selection interface with the fol-
lowing three functions.
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Scoping function: This enables users to preview many
MVs allocated in three-dimensional (3D) space by mov-
ing their heads left or right. The function enables them to
landscape MVs, saving time in previewing them.
Focusing function: This highlights a particular MV that
users want to view by having them cup their hands around
their ears as if they are listening to something carefully.
Switching function: This seamlessly switches MVs in 3D
space by user gestures that show the palm of the hand.

Previously reported headphones with sensors to detect
the direction users are facing or the location of the head can
improve the sense of musical presence and create a realistic
impression but cannot highlight what users want to focus
on [14–17]. However, it is difficult to clearly hear a par-
ticular musical source from many other sources with these
headphones, including those that users may have preferred
not to hear. Music spatialization systems [18] enable users
to control the localization of each musical source through a
graphical interface. However, it is difficult to control each
source’s location through such an interface.

We previously proposed Music Scope Headphones,
which provided the aforementioned functions by using a
digital compass that detects the orientation of the face and
distance sensors that measure the distance between the
hand and ear [19–22]. As face-to-face exhibitions have
become difficult due to social distancing in the wake of
COVID-19, we investigated implementing similar func-
tions in Music Scope Pad so that a wider audience can ex-
perience our demonstration by using a tablet.

2. MUSIC SCOPE PAD

Music Scope Pad has two modes, video selection and video
viewing. In the video-selection mode, multiple MVs are
played back simultaneously in a virtual reality space de-
picted on the tablet screen (Fig. 1). In the video-viewing
mode, one selected MV is played (Fig. 2). We developed
Music Scope Pad to enable users to save time in preview-
ing MVs on the basis of the following three policies.
Reduced operations: When selecting MVs with a com-
puter, we generally have to play them individually with
many mouse or screen touch operations, which interrupt
the process of listening. To solve this, Music Scope Pad
enables operations without mouse clicks or screen touch
by detecting natural movements when people listen to mu-
sic and using those movements to control a tablet.
Easy preview of many MVs: We wanted to increase the
number of opportunities for encountering unfamiliar MVs
in collections. However, the number of MVs that can be
previewed is limited within a fixed amount of time. This is



Figure 1. Video-selection mode

Figure 2. Video-viewing mode

because the larger the number of MVs to be previewed, the
shorter the time to watch each MV. To solve this, Music
Scope Pad playing many MVs at the same time.
Enjoy discovering MVs: Finding one’s favorite MV
among many is not an easy task. Therefore, Music Scope
Pad uses a virtual 3D space for audio and visual, so that
discovering MVs becomes a new form of entertainment.

We will explain the problems and solutions we encoun-
tered with Music Scope Pad on the basis of these policies.
How MVs are previewed: Music Scope Pad automati-
cally adjusts sound volume of each MV so that the sound
of one MV can be distinguished from those from others.
That is, it increases that MV’s volume while decreasing
that of the others. Therefore, a user can easily preview a
particular MV.
How motion is detected: The head direction is detected
using artificial intelligence (AI) to analyze the image ac-
quired with the front camera of the tablet. Since the ori-
entation of the iPad is constantly changing, the angle in-
formation from the gyro sensor on the tablet and head-
direction information acquired with the front camera are
integrated to detect the user’s head direction in real space.

Similarly, the AI analyzes the image acquired with the
tablet’s front camera to detect the user’s finger.

How function and motion are linked: How usable Mu-
sic Scope Pad is depends on the quality of the links be-
tween the functions and the users’ natural movements
when watching MVs. Let us imagine the following sce-
nario.

•We receive several MVs from a childhood friend.
•It sounds like the friend is playing a saxophone on one of
these recordings.

In such a case, we would ordinarily search for MV
sound with a saxophone part then might want to hear the
saxophone playing more clearly. We use the following
three links to achieve this.

Link for scoping function: The head direction detected
by the AI analyzing the image from the front camera is
linked to the head direction in the virtual 3D space of the
spatial sound. Therefore, when users move their head left
(right), the sound normally heard from the left (right) side
can be heard from the frontal position. This enables users,
through natural movements, to preview the MV sound they
want to hear most clearly and hear it from the in front of
them in virtual space.

Link for focusing function: The AI analyzing the image
from the front camera detects the motion of users cupping
their hands around an ear while they are listening to sound
coming from the frontal position. The distance between
the hand and ear determines the area in which sounds are
audible. For example, when users place their hand close
to their ear, they can only hear the MV sound from the
frontal position (Bottom left of Fig. 1). When they remove
their hand, they can hear all the MV sounds except those
behind them. When they put their hand in the middle po-
sition, they can hear the MV sounds located in the front
half position. By adjusting the distance between their hand
and ear in this manner, they can control the focus level and
highlight the MV sounds of interest.

Link for switching function: In the app’s video-selection
mode, we can search and preview 10 MVs allocated in 3D
space from those listed in order with a music retrieval sys-
tem. When converging on several MV sounds using the
focusing the video-selection mode, users can delete unfo-
cused sounds. If they want more convergence, they only
need to adjust the focus level. When the user focuses on
the sound of one MV for 3 s, the mode switches to video-
viewing mode and that MV is played from the beginning.
When the user shows their palm, it returns to the video-
selection mode (Bottom left of Fig. 2).

3. CONCLUSION

We introduced Music Scope Pad, an application that en-
ables users to quickly search and select from many mu-
sic videos. Music Scope Pad and an introductory video
explaining how to use it can be downloaded at https:
//gttm.jp/hamanaka/en/musicscopepad/
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